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About This Game

Slice them, burn them, skewer them, and launch them - no matter how you get it done, orcs must die in this fantasy action-
strategy game from Robot Entertainment.

As a powerful War Mage with dozens of deadly weapons, spells, and traps at your fingertips, defend twenty-four fortresses from
a rampaging mob of beastly enemies, including ogres, hellbats, and of course, a whole bunch of ugly orcs. Battle your enemies

through a story-based campaign across multiple difficulty levels, including brutal Nightmare mode!

Will you roast orcs in pits of lava, pound them flat with a ceiling trap, or freeze and shatter them with a slash? No matter the
weapons and traps you choose, you’re sure to have an orc-killing blast!

Key Features
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24 Fortresses to Defend – Twisting passages, tall towers, and wide-open chambers all need a war mage to protect them

6 Orc-Killing Weapons and Spells – From crossbow and bladestaff to the magical power of the elements

19 Deadly Traps and Fierce Minions – Choose from a wide variety of traps including arrow walls, spike traps,
spinning blades, and flaming brimstone or call in allies to assist you in the destruction of the orc horde

11 Unique Enemies – Including ogres, flying hellbats, and of course, a whole bunch of ugly orcs

Story-based Campaign – Fend off orcs across three acts to discover the mysterious power behind their relentless
assaults

Persistent Upgrades – Unlock improved traps as you progress through the campaign

Extensive Replayability – “Nightmare Mode” and a skull ranking system provide extended play

Scoring System and Leaderboard – Compete with your friends for the title of Best Orc Killer!
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Title: Orcs Must Die!
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Robot Entertainment
Publisher:
Robot Entertainment
Release Date: 11 Oct, 2011
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I don't even think it's necessary to say it, but this is such a good and addictive game, I REALLY love this game.And even though
this is a really old game, for me it's the best and just can't stop playing it. If you allready tried the demo and you liked it, believe
me you have to buy it you won´t regret it!!!. awsome just got 3rd place in the world!!. I have owned these games on steam for
around 5 years and they still don't work... buy at your own risk!. Story : 7/10
Graphic : 9/10
Music : Infinity/10
Sound design : <<Radio failure>>
Gameplay : <<Missile. Missile. Missile>>
Multiplayer : 6/10
Overall : 8/10

This is an Ace Combat title for fans and as a veteran AC player, i really enjoy the game. Just wish the story could be fleshed out
a little bit towards the end but all and all it was a pretty good ride. Cant wait to see the future of the series after this ;). This is a
tower defense inspired game where you play as a single hero in a town of heroes. It's a bit like Majesty, except you also control
a hero. The other heroes run around, build things, fight, etc. The AI is not very good, but it's way better than having to control
everyone manually.

Buildings that craft things wear out...and rather quickly. So a big part of this game is actually upkeep. Your three stats (health,
stamina and mana) all regenerate very slowly, so you need consumables to keep them up.

You need to gather some raw resources, process them into refined resources, and then combine them in some other building to
make the final product. Meanwhile, waves of enemies attack you.

There are about 8 (?) technological levels that you progress through. During the campaign, it's after certain missions. But the
campaign is a poorly written (many many many spelling and grammatical errors), kind of stupid, and for all intents and purposes
it's just a tutorial to introduce you to the buildings/items step by step. Which is fine...you'll finish the campaign in an hour or
two.

What is nice is that your hero levels up every time you play it...whether it's in a skirmish map or during the campaign. As you
level up you gather faster, hit harder, etc. There isn't a level requirement for any equipment though and the levels, while helping,
aren't overpowered. Probably minimum to maximum level is double to quadruple efficiency. It's nice but...takes a long time to
get there.

The game is kind of fun to watch and play. You can set it up to be pretty easy, or very difficult depending on how many enemies
you spawn and how many townspeople you start with. By adjusting those levels you could probably find a survival mode that
suits you.

But it doesn't take long to 'see everything'. And although there are different types of weapons and spell classes and so
on...everything is more or less the same.
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The format of the game feels like it would do well with more creativity in weapon/enemy choice...the type of game is pretty
cool. Unfortunately, it doesn't seem like it's going to get much better than this.

tl;dr: it's a cool sandbox survival game but the developers have made it pretty shallow. Play it for a weekend and then probably
never play it again.
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It looks like Ms. Pacman, but it's not. You can dink around with it for old time's sake but it isn a pale comparison. The ghosts
are driven by wierd code that has nothing to do with any version of Ms. Pacman that was ever in the arcade.. This game is DA
BOMB!! It's just super fun mechanics. I've played it a lot with my kiddo. Having a splendid ol' time.

**NOTE** The game is indeed a bit rough around the edges and doesn't seem to be in active development?? ..sadly.

BUT what is there is.. just damn fun at it's core! Play with friends on big screen with controllers.. Fun easy and simple little gem
of a game. Well worth the $6.50 I paid for it. It reminds me on the board game Hero Quest. Well done who ever made this
game. Two thumbs up. I didn't think it was fair that this game got mixed reviews. Therefore, I decided to write my own first
review because I almost didn't buy it because of the mixed reviews. I am totally enjoying the game. In my oppinion it is not like
bannished. Perhaps if you play it in sandbox mode. I am playing the campaign. The storyline is wonderful to me and easy to
follow. Granted, it does get a little wordy at times and you have to read several screens. However, that's what makes it a story.

I did find one minor bug. My quest would not register that I completed them. I believe this was due to the fact that I was pausing
the game ALOT during the storyline and all. Once I stoped doing that I didn't have a problem. So, you might want to watch how
much you pause the game.

I think if your looking for a fun and reasonably challenging game this is for you. I really am having a good time with it..
Whatever you do, don't delete the well in the bear's enclosure when in missions D:

Good little time killer of a game.

Pros:
Lots of horses! (you can actually ride them)
More animals than just horses though.
Breeding is insanely quick. @_@
Lot of creative options as visitors love decorations and\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665Use DNA to recreate extinct
animals!

Cons:
Graphics are old
Both animals and visitors are crazy picky. They freak over every tiny thing and you spend all this time trying to make them
happy and then they aren't happy anyway.
Had a mission to get horses to jump over fire, they refused. RIP
May have some errors on trying to leave game (minor)
The community is kind of dead?

Overall I'd recommend, but do try to grab on sale ;D

. What Diablo could have been.. Okay, so today was the day they have released character roster for the first DLC, here goes,
total of 6:

* Shang Tsung
* Nightwolf
* Sindel
* Spawn (from the comics)

There are two more unannounced guest characters, that were hinted at after the video:
* Terminator
* Ash (from Evil Dead)

What else do you need to buy this DLC, like, seriously?. Right, how basic can this get? Just kidding, that was just my first
impression. The game is actually way better than you'd expect. Sure, the dialogue is on level with a children's book, but at least
there were coherent sentences and basically no grammatical errors. So if that didn't peak my interest, then what did? Well, the
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game is quite fluid and professional, besides some pacing and transitional issues. Opening/intro video?(check) full voicing, lip
synching, facial expressions, and body movements/language?(quadruple check) alternative styles?(you betcha) appropriate
soundtrack?(check check checkaroo) finally, clear purpose or premise?(pretty much, it's hard to ignore, though I guess you
could skip it if you really don't care) I thought this was another parody or satire visual novel, but it's actually sincere and you can
come out learning a thing or two if you so desire. (I still judge the parts that I found out to be serious. You should be able to
identify what I'm referring to). All these Apogee games are ruining my memories! I remember this game having awesome
graphics, sound, and music. But as with every game that doesn't age well I realize we just filled the pixels with our imagination.

These games are uglier and harder. We're so casual.

Alien Carnage is great, is Duke Nukem with new mechanics and micro transactions!. Who is Jane and why does she have
advanced strike fighters?
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